SEE BETTER. 
MEET BETTER.

Logitech Rally Camera

With premium industrial design and an Ultra-HD imaging system, Rally Camera tops the lineup of standalone video cameras from Logitech®. Packed with advanced optics and breakthrough technology enhancements, Rally Camera delivers peerless performance, exceptional versatility, and easy deployment.

Rally Camera combines world-class Logitech optics and 4K sensor with whisper-quiet mechanical pan, tilt, and zoom functions and high-end materials suitable for any professional setting. With razor-sharp 15X HD zoom, expansive 90° field of view, and truly phenomenal video quality, Rally Camera captures every person in the room with amazing clarity.

Logitech RightSight™ camera control® automatically moves and adjusts the lens to comfortably frame participants in rooms of all shapes and sizes while Logitech RightLight™ technology optimizes light balance to emphasize faces and render natural-looking skin tones, even in dim or backlit conditions.

Rally Camera offers versatile mounting and cabling options for easy installation and integrates seamlessly with existing audio infrastructure. Plus, USB plug-and-play ensures compatibility with every leading video conferencing software platform with no additional software required.
FEATURES & BENEFITS

Top-of-the-line stand alone PTZ video camera
Ideal for professional video collaboration in meeting spaces of any size, from conference rooms to training facilities, boardrooms, and lecture halls.

Up to 4K Ultra-HD video quality at 30 frames per second
Rally Camera delivers HD and Ultra HD resolutions with brilliantly sharp video, outstanding color reproduction, and exceptional optical accuracy.

Logitech RightSight™ camera control
Automatically moves and adjusts the lens to comfortably frame meeting participants in rooms of all shapes and sizes*. Enjoy hands-free convenience or take manual control: participants are always in view and optimally pictured on-screen.

Logitech RightSight™ technology
Whether in low light or bright sunshine/backlit conditions, RightLight technology with Wide Dynamic Range (WDR) optimizes light balance and prioritizes faces over objects and surfaces to render natural-looking skin tones.

Firmware upgradeable
Firmware tool makes it easy to apply the latest features and enhancements.

90° field of view with mechanical pan (±90°) and tilt (+50°/-90°)
Expansive 90° field of view provides a wide, distortion-free meeting scope. Enhanced, whisper-quiet PTZ motor makes moving from preset to preset a smooth operation.

Premium Logitech-engineered glass lens
Large, light-gathering lens meets the highest optical standards and provides exceptional sharpness, color, speed, and resolution.

Autofocus
Automatically ensure that people and objects are clearly in focus wherever the camera is pointed.

RF remote control
Operate Rally Camera from anywhere in the room, no need to point the remote directly at the camera.

3 camera presets
Define up to three preset locations (presets 1, 2, and Home) for the camera view and return to any of them with the push of a button on the remote control.

Plug-and-play USB connectivity
Easily connects to PC, Mac® and Chrome™ devices with no additional software required.

Works with most video conferencing applications
Compatible with virtually any video conferencing software app, including the ones you already use.

Multiple installation options
Set Rally Camera on a table or wall mount with included hardware. An optional VESA mount is available for installations above or below the monitor. Rally Camera includes a standard tripod thread for added flexibility.

Upside-down mounting
Rally Camera detects when it’s installed upside down and automatically corrects the image orientation and camera controls.

15X lossless HD Zoom
Zoom wide or zero in to clearly view people, objects, whiteboard content, and other details—even at the far end of the room.

Kensington® security slot
Security slot accommodates anti-theft lock to help secure the camera.

INSIDE THE BOX

Rally Camera
Remote control
USB 3.0 Type-C cable
Power adapter with regional plugs
Power splitter & case
Camera mount with mounting hardware
Documentation

CONNECTIVITY

USB Type-C
MIPI Connector
Expansion Slot

WARRANTY

2-Year Limited Hardware Warranty

SPECIFICATIONS

APJ/AMR: Part #: 960-001226
UPC: 097855140234
EMEA: Part #: 960-001227
EAN: 5099206079533

Camera
Ultra-HD imaging system supports:
• 4K, 1440p, 1080p, 900p, 720p, and most SD resolutions at 30 fps
• 1080p, 720p at 30 fps and 60 fps
Smooth motorized pan, tilt and zoom
Pan: ±90°
Tilt: +50°/-90°
15x HD zoom
90° field of view
Autofocus
3 camera presets
Kensington security slot
Video mute/unmute LED indicator
Standard tripod thread

RightSense™ Technologies
RightLight with Wide Dynamic Range (WDR)
RightSight automatic camera control

Remote Control
RF remote control (line of sight not required)
CR2032 battery (included)

Power
AC Power adapter with regional plugs
Power cable (9.8 ft / 3 m)
Mount
Invertible wall mount with power splitter bay and cable management

ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE

*RightSight automatic camera control
Future Availability: RightSight will be enabled by a software download, with initial support for Windows 10.
Please see www.logitech.com/rallycamera for information about availability and OS support.

SOFTWARE DOWNLOADS

Required software: None
Optional Camer Settings App gives access to advanced options:
http://support.logitech.com/downloads
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